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Sex work is an umbrella term encompassing a broad variety of practices 
involving the creation of a sexual experience for others in exchange for 
explicit remuneration, be it money or other material advantages such as 
presents, food, drugs, housing, and so on. The experience can involve 
contact between the sex worker and the client, whether through direct 
physical interaction, such as in prostitution or BDSM, or through the 
mediation of a technology such as a phone, a webcam, or a dance floor. In 
some sectors, for instance professional porn, workers’ contact with each 
other might be more important than interaction with clients. However, most 
sex work involves aspects of emotional work and counseling with the client, 
and in some cases it may include massage, healing, and sex education. In 
the case of services supplied to seasonal workers, travellers, or tourists, 
people providing sex may also host clients to their home, and offer them 
washing, laundry, and cooking. Some sex workers may be paid to accompany 
clients in social situations – to be literally an ‘escort’ – for instance to a 
restaurant, a social event, or a sex party. In fact, the boundaries between 
commercial sex and other neighboring activities, including entertainment, 
tourism, well-being, care, and even dating, are often blurred, and in need 
of constant redefinition. This is increasingly visible in contemporary 
capitalist dynamics, as more jobs in the service industry explicitly tap on 
individuals’ gendered, sexual, and racialized identity, as intimate 
relationships become more openly negotiable, fragmented, and 
commercialized (Bernstein 2007, Boris Parreñas eds. 2010, Brents Sanders 
2010).  

These processes may create social anxiety, and at the same time they 
contribute to exposing the deeply political content of the category of ‘sex 
work’, or ‘prostitution’: what is or is not ‘prostitution’ or ‘sex work’, who is 
or is not a ‘sex worker’ (and their client), are not objective facts 
established once and for all time, and are often contested and resisted 
(Pheterson, 1996). Take, for example, the case of so-called sex tourism. 
Many of those who are involved in these practices do not think about them 
as prostitution or as sex tourism (Truong, 1990). Indeed, some of the local 
girls or boys are not ‘sex workers’, but people who more or less frequently 
accompany tourists sexually as one of a series of activities in which they 
engage in order to access income. However, this perception and the words 
and the practices may change, becoming ‘sex tourism’ whenever policy-
makers, NGOs, churches, health services, decide to pay attention to these 
escorts, by studying, classifying, taxing, controlling and punishing them. Not 
too different is the process around the so-called  ‘birth of modern 
prostitution’. According to Walkowitz (1980), before the 19th century there 
were no prostitutes in the modern Western sense of a class of clearly 
identifiable female workers. There certainly were young women from poor 
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classes who, among other sources of income, such as factory work or 
marriage, earned money by providing sexual services. But it was only when 
state institutions started to repress them that the conditions were created 
for the separation and marginalization of these women’s practices. Their 
social meaning changed and working-class women were stigmatized as 
prostitutes, thereby excluded from other sources of income and from their 
community, and forced to look for protection from criminals in order to 
keep doing what had by all appearances became their job.  

The variety of conditions and meanings in the sex industry has been 
widely documented by social and cultural studies in the last decade (Agustín 
ed. 2007): some people work independently and choose their clients, while 
others are controlled at several levels – by managers, traffickers, partners, 
and police – or are not able to refuse any client; some people work safely 
and have two-hour sessions with their clients, while others put their lives at 
risk every time they go out in the streets, and struggle even to negotiate a 
condom. Most sex workers find themselves in between. However, all of them 
are subjected to the so-called stigma of prostitution. In the words of a 
conference of sex workers in Brussels:  

We recognise stigma as being the commonality that links all of us as 
sex workers, forming us into a community of interest – despite the 
enormous diversity in our realities at work in our lives. We have come 
together to confront and challenge this stigma and the injustices it 
leads to. 
(Sex Workers in Europe Manifesto, 2005, 4) 

Following this line of analysis, what appears ultimately to define ‘sex 
work’ or ‘prostitution’ is the very fact that it is labeled ‘sex work’ or 
‘prostitution’: that is, the so-called ‘stigma of prostitution’, a set of 
opinions, behaviors, and laws that isolate, discriminate and punish anyone 
explicitly exchanging their sex labour for material advantages. It is not the 
sexual-economic exchange per se that is being stigmatized, as this takes 
place also in many other situations, including with one’s boss, professor, 
customer, husband or boyfriend. According to materialist feminist Paola 
Tabet (2004), what distinguishes the transactions that are stigmatized as 
‘prostitution’ is that, compared to the other sexual-economic exchanges, 
they are explicit and transparent, and therefore women may more openly 
negotiate their deal with men. These elements may potentially expose a 
larger system of exploitation of women’s reproductive labour, which instead 
remains largely informal, invisible, and unpaid – and so they are stigmatized 
and criminalized.  

Interestingly, the history of the term ‘sex work’ is itself connected to the 
struggle for women’s emancipation: ‘sex work’ was first introduced by Carol 
Leight (aka Scarlot Harlot), a feminist activist and prostitute with a Marxist 
background. This took place in mid-1970s California, and the importance of 
naming the labour of sex was understood as part of a larger political project 
of recognizing the social and economic value of services that had been 
traditionally expected from women as a natural expression of ‘love’, or as 



part of an informal exchange of favors, in either case not implying 
entitlement to payment and proper labor rights.  

Nowadays, while clients remain almost exclusively cis-men, and women 
constitute the large majority of workers, trans people and queer men have 
become more visible as providers across the world and have played an 
increasing role within the sex workers’ movement. Since the 1990s, as the 
movement expanded and became more complex, it became clear that, 
across genders, young people, racialized minorities, migrants, queers, and 
working-class people often represent a large proportion of the sex labor 
force, in addition to being more visible and targeted by the authorities. This 
is reflected in the analyses of an increasingly globalized sex workers’ 
movement which, along with demanding rights for people engaging in sex 
work and their families, calls for public policies against poverty and for 
access to education and the labor market, in particular for run-away 
children, girls, queer youth, single mothers, and migrant or racialized 
minorities. In the eyes of the sex work movement, the right to engage in the 
selling of sex is indeed inseparable from the right not to engage in it, and to 
not be trapped in the sex industry – a very common experience for sex 
workers. This double claim is essential to grasping the activist idea that 
selling sex can be an act of resistance or even subversion, even when it is 
not an ideal choice. Indeed, activists argue that sex work may sometimes 
represent a relatively less exploitative activity compared to the actual 
alternatives women, queers and racialized minorities might have in a 
supermarket, a factory, an office, a bar, a private home, or in their own 
families (DMSC 1997). 

Furthermore, a growing body of personal accounts report how the 
practice of commercial sex itself may sometimes become a relatively safer 
space for both clients and workers to experience their non-normative 
pleasures, bodies, and identities – including trans, queer, and disabled 
bodies, as well as BDSM or forms of sacred and spiritual sex. Some queer 
theorists have gone as far as affirming that sex for money represents in 
itself a contestation of hegemonic construction of sexuality, in particular 
“the movement from anatomical sex to sexuality to identity and the 
maintenance of the public/private distinction through the isolation of 
sexuality and intimacy from productive work and commercial 
exchange” (Zatz 1997, 306). However, sex work rights activists are 
particularly aware that all these possibilities of resistance or even 
subversion are de facto largely prevented by the stigma which persists in 
legislation, institutions, and interactions, and which is interiorized by sex 
workers themselves. The analogy with other struggles is made clear through 
activists’ use of the term ‘whorephobia’ (from French ‘putophobie’), which 
is seen as responsible for exposing sex workers to isolation, discrimination, 
blackmailing, criminalization, as well as a disproportionate level of 
exploitation, violence, and death.  

People engaging in prostitution are currently criminalized in most 
countries in the world. For instance, they can be fined or arrested in 
Thailand, the US (with the partial exception of Nevada), and Russia; in 
China they risk years of detention camps; and even the death penalty in the 
countries that follow Islamic sharia law. Prohibition is prevalent in Africa 



and in the ex-socialist countries, and has recently reappeared in Europe 
under a new form, which criminalizes not the selling sex, but buying it (the 
so-called Swedish model, devised in 1999). Even where prostitution is not 
directly criminalized as such, and prostitutes are considered as victims to be 
protected (so called abolitionist model, invented in 19th century Britain), 
basic safety measures are often criminalized, such as working together, 
renting a flat, employing security, on the pretext of protecting sex workers 
from third-party. Sex workers also often risk losing custody of their kids and 
are not considered credible by social services and in courts.  

WHO, UNAIDS, UN Women, the ILO, and Amnesty International have 
repeatedly analyzed how criminalization of sex work increases sex workers’ 
vulnerability to violence, exploitation, and HIV, since it keeps sex workers 
away from public authorities, hospitals, NGOs, unions, as well as 
aggravating police corruption and the criminal control of the industry. Along 
similar lines, the medical journal The Lancet has launched an important 
paper series called ‘HIV and sex workers’ in 2014. A few states, such as 
Germany, the Netherlands, and Australia, started taking this understanding 
seriously in the end of the 1990s, and have slowly introduced some labor 
rights and protections for some groups of sex workers, including the 
possibility for workers to work together legally, to employ security, and to 
have contracts, health insurance, and pensions. However, sex workers’ 
unions report that even with these forms of rights-oriented legalization, 
vast parts of the industry are still underground, at least partly because the 
laws are designed to support the interests of large brothels and public 
institutions rather than those of workers. In particular, because of fears 
related to migration and trafficking, there is no possibility for migrants to 
get a visa to work in the sex industry – which means that in some cases the 
majority of the workforce has no possibility of working legally. Sex workers’ 
organizations nowadays tend to support the full decriminalization of 
consensual adult sex work, a system developed in New Zealand since 2003. 

While traditional political parties and funders have largely denied support 
to the sex workers’ cause, in many contexts sex work activists have been 
part of grassroots movements inspired by labor, feminist, LGBTQ, anti-
racist, and HIV positive critiques, and have adopted these wider 
movements’ strategies and tactics (Garofalo 2010). In France, in what is 
renowned as the first public action by sex workers, in 1975, a group of 
prostitutes occupied Lyon’s Saint Nizier church in order to protest their 
harassment at the hands of police and institutions that supported criminal 
pimping organizations, and they threatened to out men who publicly spoke 
out against them while privately using their services. The 1980s saw the 
birth of a number of prostitutes’ collectives in Latin America, the US, 
Europe, Australia, Asia and international conferences were organized in 
Amsterdam and Brussels in 1985 and 1986, and the World Whores’ Charter 
produced, in close alliance with feminists and lesbians (Pheterson ed. 1989).  

Sex workers have been crucial in the international interventions against 
HIV/AIDS, and in fact many organizations developed in the 1990s and 2000s 
around demands for access to condoms and treatment, and extending their 
critique to the conditions that make sex workers vulnerable, including 
economic and social exclusion, exploitation, and judicial and police abuses, 



some of them in the name of the ‘anti-trafficking’ cause. Exemplary cases 
are the work of the Durbar Mahila Samanwaya Committee (DMSC), created 
in Calcutta in 1992, which currently counts 65,000 members, and Empower 
in Thailand, started in 1984. Also in the 1990s, sex workers’ groups in 
Australia and the UK developed sophisticated systems against violence, 
consisting of the centralized sharing of information on dangerous clients or 
aggressors posing as clients, so called ‘Ugly Mugs’. 

In 2000, the International Union of Sex Workers in London became 
affiliated to the country’s third largest general union, the GMB. In Ecuador 
brothel workers organized memorable strikes in 1988 and 2000, and AMMAR, 
the sex workers’ union funded in Argentina in 2002 has organized  numerous 
actions and campaigns with the support of one of the national confederation 
of unions, the CTA. The last decade has witnessed the explosion of an 
artistic activist scene, including films festivals (San Francisco, London, 
Hamburg), fashion shows (Daspu, Brazil), and music bands (Debby Doesn’t 
Do it For Free, Australia). Following an increase in transnational activism, in 
particular through the work of the NSWP (Network of Sex Work Projects), 
the movement has recently established a common symbol, the red umbrella, 
and an International Day Against Violence Against Sex Workers, on the 17th 
of December. 

SEE ALSO: Prostitution/sex work; Informal economy; Feminisms: Marxist, 
Socialist, Materialist; Stigma; Sex trafficking; Sex tourism  
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